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Recycle paper or
newspapers to create
beautiful snowflake designs!

3-6m

You will need:
Scissors
Paper or newspaper
1. Cut your paper into a square. Fold it in half diagonally to
make a triangle.
2. Fold the triangle in half again to make a smaller triangle.
3. Fold this smaller triangle into thirds. Start by bringing
the right point towards the left by one third.
4. Then bring the left point towards the right by one third.
(Look at the illustrated steps below for further guidance.)

WITCH HAZEL
BOTANICAL NAME:
HAMAMELIS

3-6m
About: With spicy fragrant, spidery flowers in shades of yellow,
orange and red, Witch Hazel brings colour and scent to your
garden in winter. Although slow growing, they can eventually
become large spreading shrubs or small trees. It's currently
budding in Khadija's Garden.
It likes sun or partial shade and is a low maintenance plant.

5. Cut off the pointed ends so you’re left with a small
triangle.

Find this in Khadija's Garden, send a photo to: info@peeruk.org
& we will add it to Khadija's Garden Blog.

6. Cut your snowflake pattern into the sides of this small
triangle. You can cut triangles, diamonds, curves, even half
hearts. If you cut off the tip, you’ll have a snowflake with a
hole in the middle.

Selected by: Jane Heather, PEER's Garden Designer

7. Unfold your snowflake carefully and use your fingers to
flatten it out. If you want it to be really flat, you can iron it
using a very low heat setting.
Check out the
cuts in this
diagram to
make these
snowflakes!

WHAT'S ON?
FIND OUT MORE
CHRISTMAS TREES
PEER: We will be closed for the holiday period from 20
December – 4 January. We wish you happiness and health
and look forward to welcoming you back in the New Year!
Matchbox Animation Workshop with Savinder Bual
Tue 19 Jan / 16:00-18:00
Experimenting with the matchbox's movement and sound, join
this free workshop and we will transform it into our very own
animation. To book, email: local@peeruk.org
Visit: www.peeruk.org for more information on events.

Paper snowflakes: https://bit.ly/2IXzk3q
Plant of the month: https://bit.ly/3r6jV25

If you celebrate Christmas, the annual debate is often,
do you get a real or fake tree?
Real trees require no manufacturing process and are
100% recyclable – once Christmas is over they can be
mulched for gardening, or turned into woodchips. When
buying, look for locally and sustainably grown trees.
Artificial Christmas trees are made from a combination
of usually plastic materials and therefore can't be
recycled. According to the Carbon Trust, you would need
to reuse your artificial tree for at least 10 Christmases
to keep its environmental impact lower than that of a
real tree!

Eco Fact: https://bit.ly/3nvBaaK

PEER NOTICES
ART IN THE NOTICEBOARD
Something Hopeful
Poem by PEER Ambassador
Ahinoa Esono Mangue

And the last rays of sunlight danced above
the rigid structure of those neighbouring
buildings. They dared to call your attention
one last time to what seemed to be the end
of another day, stuck in your familiar walls
and glass window with, of course, the mere
sound of nothing.
Silence.

Find this on display in the
noticeboard next to the post
office on Hoxton Street, and
around the corner from PEER!

Emerging muffled sounds that came from
several feet beneath you were just a sinking
blur, making its way into your consciousness
as you decided to close your eyes and take in
the warmth that was about to disappear over
the horizon. The fibres of your silk sheets
caressed your lower back as you lay half bare
on your stomach, resting your head on your
crossed arms; body lying on the floaty
mattress yet nothing on your mind. The air
was intoxicating in a rather splendid way,
like soft cotton candy at the tip of your
senses, soothing and relaxing.

This final bulletin has been part of PEER and
Hoxton Trust’s 2020 guardianship of a ‘climate
change’ artwork – Ellie Harrison’s Early Warning
Signs project. We are delighted to announce that
our guardianship of the artwork has been
extended until at least summer 2021.
To see the sign, visit Hoxton Trust Community
Garden, Hoxton Street.

Inhale. Exhale. This could not get any better.
Your eyes slowly opened themselves to see
your feline companion come into sight.
However, he suddenly walked off as you felt
goosebumps run down your spine. Your hairs
stood on end and your senses were on
standby. Your hearing sensed a loud thud
followed by a couple of steps. It was like a
reality check that didn't quite disturb the
calm atmosphere. It wasn't really alarming,
they were more like a chameleon in
camouflage, really undetectable.
The sunset gave your skin a golden glow that
could make anyone stop and stare. Resetting
to your previous position, your cat walked
back into view and finally laid himself down.
Warmth came again and your eyes closed
right on cue. Soon the last rays of sunlight
were gone and only silence engulfed your
sweet den.

Thank you to all of those who have contributed, read and
shared the bulletin. Look out for future events and
programming but for now...

VERY BEST WISHES FOR A
HEALTHY AND HAPPY 2021!

This bulletin is available digitally and a limited edition have been printed on recycled paper in order to be available to local residents. Please read, enjoy and recycle!

